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Introduction 

Knowing the Voice of the Customer is instrumental to any thriving business. To remain competitive, 

an organization or industry must truly meet or exceed customer expectations and anticipate future 

needs. Surveys are important, but inadequate – as they are based solely on voluntary participation. 

Transactional data reveals behavioral patterns but it doesn’t tell the whole story. The greatest 

examples of business that have heard customers loudly and clearly come in the form of disruptors, 

companies who have changed everything we know about their respective services or industries.  

Now more than ever, primary financial service institutions realize the ways that they must emulate 

the companies like Uber, Airbnb or Netflix in an experience economy that caters to customer’s 24-7 

demands for service. 1Regardless of the industry or physical location – from classic brick and 

mortar to mobile apps, building an effective voice of the customer strategy requires a keen 

understanding of the customer experience derived from useful data and human interaction, 

connected to create real, executable actions items. 

 

Surveys Are Not Enough, Listen Carefully and Follow Through 

Surveys, though helpful, are not nearly enough. While some customers complete surveys with 

candor, their answers only capture specific responses at particular moments that may not solidly 
measure long-term needs. Customer needs and interests are ever-evolving and true competitive 

advantage requires deep insight and future thinking.  When customers think of satisfaction, it’s 

likely that they’re thinking of a company like Amazon. Amazon leads the pack of disruptive 

companies who change the way we live and do business. What started as their discount and free-

shipping membership service, quickly exploded into what we now know as Amazon Prime. Their 

extraordinary gains, now at 80 million members strong,2 came less as a result of technological 

innovation and more through the desire to exceed customer expectations.   

Amazon CEO, Jeff Bezos famously said, “Everyone has to be able to work in a call center.” He 

embraced this as a policy, not just an idea, as managers company-wide must work in a call center as 

part of an annual training exercise. 3 
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Gathering incremental feedback at multiple intervals instead of lengthy occasional surveys allow 

financial institutions to gauge customer interaction at various touch points and track key drivers of 

account holder satisfaction.  Focus groups are another way to gain useful customer information in a 

more interactive environment.  Choose experienced facilitators to organize the entire session, from 

initiating the project, to inviting participants4. Facilitators have several means to record their 

observations – from both live interactions to specific information submitted by participants.   

Perhaps the strongest example of the effectiveness of a focus group is apparent in the Frito Lay 
division of PepsiCo.  You’ve likely seen the “Do Me a Flavor Contest” which awards one million 

dollars to a customer who comes up with a winning potato chip flavor bolstered by customer votes 

on the company’s website and social media.5 In addition to giving a customer a chance to make an 

easy fortune, the brand got invaluable insight on what customers want, perhaps more than 

individual segmented focus groups could ever achieve.  

Focus groups also provide opportunities to get multiple customers together to discuss their needs, 

evaluate concepts, and provide feedback necessary to improve processes. They are an important 

tool for ongoing VoC engagement, which is at the core of any great organization.6 

 

 

 

Data is the Story 

Successful business leaders know that saturating your company with the voice of the customer is 

the key to profitability.7   Historical account holder data, market data and specific account holder 

activity history all paint a picture of behavioral insights necessary to create VoC.  

Most important in maintaining a consistent customer imprint is to utilize your institution’s market 

research resources to capture emerging developments within the financial services industry. 

Actions that do not serve the customer should simply be eliminated.8   
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The desire to have an immediate impact in a rapidly changing industry makes sense. An 

organization must resist the temptation to take shortcuts. There are seemingly endless amounts of 

do-it-yourself software programs that promise to help an institution achieve real VoC results. Too 

often, they’re nothing more than surveys.  

Instead of helping to deliver quicker results, an institution may lose traction by using a software 

program to do the job of analysts and experts.  Statistics in multiple industries show that companies 

who excel in customer experience generate profits and achieve ROI faster than those who 
incorporate other business practices. 9 For PFIs investing in surveys may also hold them back from 

the real progress that lies in the fintech. The emergence of financial services and technology is not 

simply a trend for younger consumers but a real digital revolution game-changer for moving data 

findings into reality. The startups are creating competition but they’re forcing PFIs to move quickly 

in enhancing their products and services to consumers.10  

Building a lasting legacy doesn’t happen overnight and it won’t happen with basic software.  

 

Choose the Right KPIs as You Evolve   

Defining KPIs or Key Performance Indicators is critical. The right ones for your industry and more 

specifically, to your business, will let you know if you’re creating value.  They will reveal if an 

organization is on track for meeting sales projections or strategic objectives or if they must make 

adjustments. In the simplest of terms, we know that value equals benefits minus liabilities. 11   

While customer input is always invaluable, fully identifying customer needs is qualitative work.12 

The accurate defining of KPIs will ensure that targeted areas of customer experience are both 

quantifiable and measurable.  Effective KPIs are also actionable as they may be linked to direct 

means of employee engagement and client interaction. One very revealing study conducted by EY 

concluded that 82% of consumers go first go online to research a product, though 59% of 

customers need to speak to someone to get advice or take up a new product 13 and 93% of 

customers trust banks to keep their money safe.14 The takeaway here is that customers trust and 

need their PFIs, they simply want to their services to evolve to meet their needs now, not what was 

effective in the past.  

Begin with Objectives; End with Results  

Voice of the Customer is not a means to an end simply to increase profits. It must function as a true 

operational imprint. Many organizations are adept at listening to customers from survey feedback 

to quantifiable measures of satisfaction. Powerful brick and mortar firms are getting ready: for the 

first time ever, The Wall Street powerhouse, Goldman Sachs has offered consumer loans through an 

online platform called Marcus.15The move from feedback and analysis to action differentiates which 

businesses will remain stagnant and which ones will forge ahead.   
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• Ask customers for feedback at multiple intervals.  
• Connect data sources and feedback to hear the true voice of the customer  
• Create organization-wide initiatives to close the gap between customer feedback and 

actions 
• Research drivers of loyalty specific to both institution and industry 
• Share customer feedback throughout an organization from everyone to tellers and 

customer services teams up to senior executives 16 
 

One prime example of rapid feedback to action involved the car rental company, Avis, which used a 
mobile-optimized survey sent within 15 minutes of a car return. The survey was coupled with rules 
that enabled alerts to local managers to engage with unhappy customers and resolve issues 
immediately. Other applications involved mining call center recordings, operational data, and 
geolocation information to act without waiting for a survey response.17   
 

Conclusion  

The sooner an institution moves from interpretation to action, the better. It is the key to harnessing 
the voice of the customer. Customers who feel they are being heard by businesses reward them 
with loyalty and deeper relationships.  Voice of the Customer processes need not simply be lengthy 
and data driven-they need to be engaging and actionable.   
 

Capturing the Voice of the Customer is challenging; failure to do so is costly. 
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